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                The call for blogs (15th February 2024 through to 30th November 2024) is now open.
 Please  click here for more details.
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                Hangzhou Declaration, UN World Data Forum 2023
                  

                  


                      
             

             
              A quick snapshot of the UN World Data Forum 2023 can be viewed here.
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                    Seven lessons we should learn from the pandemic
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              In the first two years of the Covid-19 pandemic, countries reported that 5.4 million people died of Covid-19. Tragic as this was, it is almost certainly an underestimate. At WHO we estimate during those same 2 years when we include indirect effects, or what we call excess mortality associated with Covid-19, the death toll was closer to 14.9 million deaths.  In 2022 an additional 1.5 million deaths were reported. But for the exchange of scientific data, it could have been much worse.
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                    Governments need more socioeconomic data on forced displacement – here are three ways data innovation can help
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              As the number of people around the world forced to flee their homes exceeds 100 million, the need for data to underpin effective responses has never been more urgent. However, the transition from situational assessments to high quality socioeconomic microdata on forced displacement produced by national statistical offices will take time. In the interim, can innovative approaches accelerate and enhance the generation and use of socioeconomic data on forced displacement to inform effective action? The consensus at a workshop held recently at UN City in Copenhagen was ‘yes, it can’, and the most fruitful opportunities identified were rooted in complementing and reinforcing traditional approaches. 
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                    UN World Data Forum webinar

                    Information session on the call for programme proposals for Medellín 2024
                  

                
                January 30 2024,  9:00 to 10:15 am (ET)  

                
                  
                    
                      
                      
                      

                    

                  

                  
                    Key questions covered in this webinar will include:
                      
	What are the benefits and appeal of submitting a proposal
	What are the expectations and responsibilities for an organizer if their proposal is chosen
	What does an attractive proposal look like according to the Programme Committee
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                      UN World Data Forum webinar

                      Information Session: How to engage virtually with the UNWDF 2023
                    

                  
                  Wednesday, April 19 2023,  7:00 to 8:00 am (EDT)  


                  
                    

                      

                      
                      

                    

                    
                      The following key topics will be covered:
                        
	What to expect as a virtual participant of UNWDF2023
	Introduction to the online event platform
	Insights into how best engage in sessions as a remote participant, including network and connect with fellow attendees
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	United Nations Statistics Division
                  
 Development Data and Outreach Branch
                  
 New York, NY 10017
                
	Phone: +1 (212) 963 9851
	Email: dataforum@un.org


            
            
            
          

          
            BACKGROUND

            Following one of the main recommendations contained in the report entitled "A World That Counts" , presented in November 2014 by the United Nations Secretary-General's Independent Expert and Advisory Group on Data Revolution for Sustainable Development, the Statistical Commission agreed that a United Nations World Data Forum on Sustainable Development Data (UN World Data Forum) would be the suitable platform for intensifying cooperation with various professional groups, such as information technology, geospatial information managers, data scientists, and users, as well as civil society stakeholders.
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